Innovative fixtures for life™

Emperor

Bathroom Fixtures

The vitality of the ancient Qin dynasty influences the sweeping form of the Emperor faucet line.
Emperor Faucets

**F14001 – CP $359 BN $449**
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

**F14002 – CP $469 BN $569**
Single Lever Lavatory Vessel Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

**F1412T – CP $469 BN $569**
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set*


**F1413T – CP $559 BN $689**
Single Handle Deck-Mount Tub Filler Trim Set with Hand Shower*


**F14008T – CP $289 BN $339**
Wall Mounted Faucet Trim*

*Requires rough-in F3000B for horizontal installation, CP $170 BN $190. Pop-up not included.

**FP8001293**
CP $10 BN $12
4" cover plate

**FA725**
CP $32 BN $39
Waste Pop-up with Overflow

Also available:
FA725B
CP $39 BN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

FA725C
CP $39 BN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

**Emperor Tub & Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

**Emperor Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package**
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

**Emperor Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

**Emperor Value Priced Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

**Emperor Shower with Handheld Trim Package**
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Handheld Shower with Holder, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter: F1000B – $190

**Emperor Shower Trim Package**
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter: F1001B – $160

---

**F144IT** – CP $539 BN $645
Emperor Shower with Handheld Trim Package

**F1440T** – CP $519 BN $625
Emperor Tub & Shower Trim Package

**F1451T** – CP $369 BN $444
Emperor Shower Trim Package

**F1454T** – CP $439 BN $539
Emperor Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package

**F1420T** – CP $269 BN $339
Emperor Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package

**F1421T** – CP $179 BN $229
Emperor Value Priced Shower Trim Package

**F1421T** – CP $179 BN $229
Emperor Value Priced Shower Trim Package

---

* cp = chrome plated finish  bn = PVD brushed nickel finish

1 800 460 7019  www.fluidfaucets.com
Options

**Handheld Accessories**

- **fp6002047** CP $59 BN $71 8" Brass Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
- **fp6002047** CP $59 BN $73 8" ABS Handheld Shower Wall Outlet
- **fp40300** CP $54 BN $42 Tilting Handheld Shower Holder
- **fp6001010** CP $54 BN $43 Fixed Handheld Shower Arm

**Tub Fillers**

- **fp6056034** CP $119 BN $143 Tub Spout Set with Streamer
- **fp6049034** CP $80 BN $96 8" Tub Spout Set with Streamer
- **fp6050034** CP $59 BN $79 8" Tub Spout

**Shower Arms**

- **fp6016008** CP $39 BN $49 8" Shower Arm
- **fp6017008** CP $44 BN $55 8" Brass Shower Arm
- **fp6013008** CP $59 BN $115 20" Round Rain Shower Arm
- **fp6012008** CP $100 BN $120 20" Square Rain Shower Arm

**Slide Rails**

- **fp6019008** CP $49 BN $59 12" Brass Shower Wand - Round
- **fp6021008** CP $49 BN $59 72" Flex Hose

**Cover Plate & Valves**

- **fp20028** $259 Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in without Diverter
- **fp20038** $299 Single Handle Deck Mount Tub Filler Rough-in with Diverter

*6" Ceiling Shower Arm with Round (fp6016008) or Square (fp6020008) Escutcheon CP $35 BN $42

*Must be purchased in conjunction with Tub Filler Trim Kits

**fp8002001-384** CP $86 BN $99 1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve

**fp8002001-384** CP $86 BN $99 1" Extended Diverter for PB Valve

*ExTVc CP $59 BN $71 1" Cartridge Extension Kit for PB Valve